A chemical genetic roadmap to improved tomato flavor
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Modern commercial tomato varieties are substantially less flavorful than heirloom varieties. To understand and ultimately correct this deficiency, we quantified flavor-associated chemicals in 398 modern, heirloom, and wild accessions. A subset of these accessions was evaluated in consumer panels, identifying the chemicals that made the most important contributions to flavor and consumer liking. We found that modern commercial varieties contain significantly lower amounts of many of these important flavor chemicals than older varieties. Whole-genome sequencing and a genome-wide association study permitted identification of genetic loci that affect most of the target flavor chemicals, including sugars, acids, and volatiles. Together, these results provide an understanding of the flavor deficiencies in modern commercial varieties and the information necessary for the recovery of good flavor through molecular breeding.

The tomato is the highest-value fruit and vegetable crop worldwide (1) and an important source of micronutrients in the human diet. Nonetheless, deterioration in flavor quality of the modern commercial tomato relative to heirloom varieties is a major cause of consumer complaint. To address this problem, we performed a comprehensive study of the chemistry and genetics of tomato flavor. The flavor of any food is the sum of interactions between taste and olfaction. For the tomato, sugars and acids activate taste receptors, while a diverse set of volatile compounds activate olfactory receptors (2–4). Volatiles, in particular, are essential for good flavor. For example, the removal of specific carotenoid-derived volatiles results in significant reductions in consumer liking (5). Refrigeration also selectively alters the volatile content of fruit without altering sugars and acids, resulting in reduced consumer liking (6). Flavor phenotyping is expensive, subject to environmental variation, not amenable to high-throughput assays, and beyond the means of most breeding programs. Therefore, most breeders focus on yield, disease resistance, and firmness, which are essential for shipping, long-term storage, and external appearance rather than flavor quality. Flavor-associated volatiles are present at picomolar to nanomolar concentrations in fruits and are extremely difficult to quantify. Thus, these chemicals have largely been ignored, and an emphasis on production traits has inadvertently led to a decline in flavor quality. To reverse that decline, we must first identify the most important chemical contributions to consumer liking and then understand what has been lost from modern varieties and why. Because volatiles are active at such low concentrations, it should be possible to substantially increase their content in fruit with minimal impact on yield. Here we define the chemistry of consumer preferences for the tomato and identify genetic loci that provide a roadmap to improved flavor quality.

To this end, we performed whole-genome sequencing and targeted metabolome quantification of sugars, acids, and volatiles that potentially contribute to flavor in 398 modern, heirloom, and wild accessions of the tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) and its closest relative, S. pimpinellifolium (table S1). The inclusion of wild accessions and the closest relative of the tomato provide a baseline for fruit chemical composition before human intervention. A total of 160 samples representing 101 different accessions were evaluated by a consumer panel that rated multiple sensory attributes, including overall liking and flavor intensity (table S2) (2). Sixty-six of these accessions were previously evaluated (2) and those data were included in this analysis. We identified 33 chemicals that correlated with consumer liking and 37 that significantly correlated with flavor intensity (table S3), 28 of which were associated with both overall liking and flavor intensity. These chemicals provided a foundation for a genome-wide association study (GWAS).

Although postharvest handling can negatively affect flavor (6), our results indicate that representative modern cultivars, such as Florida 47 and Flora-Dade, are not well liked even when grown using commercial practices and harvested when fully ripe (table S2). To address the question of why modern tomato cultivars lack the flavor of older accessions (heirlooms), we examined the flavor-associated chemical composition of 48 modern cultivars relative to 236 older S. lycopersicum accessions. Discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC) using single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data identified five classes, including one that contains all of the known modern elite inbreds and hybrids (fig. S1). A total of 13 flavor-associated volatiles were significantly reduced in modern varieties relative to heirloom varieties (fig. S2). Volatile chemicals define the unique flavor of a tomato and are essential for consumer liking (2, 4). Thus, poor flavor of modern varieties can largely be attributed to the dilution of many flavor volatiles that positively influence liking. This dilution of flavor chemicals should be correctable by reintroducing superior alleles of genes controlling their synthesis.

To identify superior alleles of genes controlling accumulation of flavor chemicals in tomato fruit, we performed a GWAS on modern and heirloom varieties, as well as wild S. lycopersicum variant (var) cerasiforme and the most closely related species, S. pimpinellifolium. A total of 27 volatiles, total soluble solids, glucose, fructose, citric acid, and malic acid were quantified in ripe fruits (fig. S3). Genome sequencing of the 398 chemically profiled accessions grown in Florida identified a total of 2,014,888 common SNPs (minor allele frequency (MAF) > 5% and missing rate < 10%). A total of 251 association signals (P < 1.24 × 10−5) were detected for 20 traits, including 4 nonvolatile and 15 volatile flavor chemicals (figs. S4 to S22 and tables S4 and S5). We also evaluated an F2 population with 197 individuals derived from a cross between the small-fruited, high-flavor Maglia Rosa Cherry line and the large-fruited, modern inbred line FRA 8059. Each plant was subjected to genotyping by sequencing, and fruits from each plant were chemically profiled. Loci associated with significant effects [logarithm of the odds ratio for linkage (LOD) > 3] on 4 nonvolatile and 23 volatile chemicals, as well as fruit weight, were identified (fig. S23 and table S6). Finally, a second, overlapping population was grown in Israel. This population consisted of 352 varieties, 262 of which overlapped with the set of 398 profiled accessions (figs. S14, S16, and S17 and table S7). Significant common associations included geranylacetone (chromosome 3), 6-methyl-5-hepten-2-one (MHO, chromosomes 3 and 9), and guaiacol (chromosomes 0 and 9).

Analysis of loci impacting sugar content provides a cautionary tale regarding crop domestication and improvement. We identified two loci
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from the GWAS that have significant associations with glucose and fructose content on chromosomes 9 and 11 (Fig. 1A and table S4). Both of these loci are located within regions previously identified as being within both domestication and improvement sweeps, indicating early and continued selection for larger fruit (Fig. 1, C and D) (7). Most (47 out of 48) modern cultivars contain the reference alleles at these two loci. This combination of alleles results in significantly lower sugar content in fruit than all of the other allele combinations (Fig. 1E). This strong selection is likely due to a negative correlation between fruit size and sugar content. To further examine this potential negative correlation, we evaluated the combined effects of sugar content and fruit weight in the segregating F2 population. Four significant associations with sugar content were identified on chromosomes 2, 3, 5, and 9 (Fig. 1B). The chromosome 9 locus colocalizes with the locus on chromosome 9 identified by GWAS and corresponds to some 9 locus colocalizes with the locus on chromosome 9 that has significant effects on the content of two metabolically linked volatiles, guaiacol and methylsalicylate, was identified (figs. S17 and S20 and table S4). Methylsalicylate is derived from the stress-associated phytohormone salicylic acid (10). These two volatiles have been described as medicinal and have been proposed to negatively contribute to consumer liking (11, 12). Varieties containing the reference allele have 4.8- and 5.5-fold more methylsalicylate and guaiacol, respectively, than varieties containing the alternate allele. Within the area of significantly correlated SNPs is E8 (Solyc09g089580), one of the most abundantly expressed, ripening-specific genes in tomato fruit (13). Three significantly associated SNPs are in the upstream intergenic region of E8, one is in an intron of E8, and another is in the downstream intergenic region of E8. We validated E8 as the causative gene by quantifying volatile production in an antisense line (14) compared to its control cultivar, Ailsa Craig. The antisense line exhibited a pattern of volatile emissions that was similar to the average of all lines containing the alternate allele (Fig. 2). Loss of E8 function modulates the levels of multiple volatiles but does not abolish their synthesis. Although the precise mechanism of E8 action remains unknown, it may increase ethylene content, which in turn could affect expression of genes involved in volatile synthesis (14).

Multiple loci affecting carotenoid-derived volatiles (apocarotenoids) were identified by the GWAS (table S4). Two apocarotenoid volatiles,
geranylacetone and MHO, illustrate how a simple visual score, or lack thereof, can impact allele selection. Geranylacetone is generated by oxidative cleavage of phytoene, phytofluene, \( \zeta \)-carotene, and neurosporene. These carotenoids are present in small amounts and do not make meaningful contributions to the color of a ripe fruit. In contrast, MHO is generated by oxidative cleavage of lycopene, the major color pigment in a ripe fruit. The amounts of apocarotenoid volatiles are proportional to their carotenoid precursor contents in fruits (5, 15). Thus, MHO content is directly proportional to lycopene content. We identified one MHO locus and four geranylacetone loci, as well as two loci associated with both volatiles in the 398-member population. We determined the apocarotenoid volatile contents for different combinations of alleles in wild, heirloom, and modern accessions, as well as the frequencies of those allelic combinations in each group (Fig. 3). Allelic combinations for both volatiles were progressively lost during human selection. Every modern accession contains one of two combinations of the three MHO alleles, and most (39 of 41 with available sequence information) contain only two combinations of the four alleles specific for geranylacetone. Because the color associated with lycopene content is readily apparent, breeders, in selecting deep-red fruits, have enriched for the two alleles associated with the highest MHO content. In contrast, where selection requires gas chromatography, the two most common geranylacetone allelic combinations are not the most desirable combinations. We also noted a strong association with both geranylacetone and MHO on chromosome 3 (figs. S14 and S16). The gene encoding the enzyme involved in the first step of carotenoid synthesis, phytoene synthase, is within this area of association (table S4).

Whole-genome sequencing and the GWAS resulted in the identification of candidate loci capable of altering 15 of the chemicals contributing to consumer liking and an additional 6 chemicals that contribute to overall flavor intensity of tomatoes. Although most breeding programs routinely assess fruit size as well as sugar and acid content, they lack the means to track volatile content. Thus, there has been strong selection for alleles favoring fruit weight (described above) and acid content (20 of 20 loci with the favorable allele) in the modern variety cluster. In contrast, only 13 of 26 volatile-associated loci contain the desirable allele. This distribution was not significantly different from a random set of 32 SNPs (data not shown), consistent with random loss of desirable alleles in the
absence of any selection. Reductions in flavor volatiles due to the loss of a single superior allele may not be apparent to an individual making selections, but cumulative loss of superior alleles affecting many volatiles has resulted in overall flavor deterioration over many breeding cycles. However, content of desirable chemicals can be increased, and content of undesirable chemicals decreased, by utilizing molecular markers associated with superior alleles.

Replacement of undesirable alleles should have a strong positive effect on consumer liking. Since volatiles are active at picomolar to nanomolar concentrations, substantial increases in their contents can be achieved with minimal metabolic penalty and less yield drag. However, sugars, which correlate highly with consumer liking, are present in millimolar concentrations, so increasing their content will only be achievable at the cost of reduced fruit size. We identified multiple loci with potential for increasing fruit sugar content. For example, reintroduction of the alternate Lin5 should result in higher sugar content. Although in most cases, higher sugar content is associated with a reduction in the size of a fruit, consumers do not prefer large fruit and are very willing to purchase minimally smaller fruit with superior taste (16). One possible solution to this trade-off between higher sugar and smaller size is based on our observations that certain fruit volatiles significantly enhance the perception of sweetness (2, 5). Notably, large effects on perceived sweetness are conferred by apocarotenoid volatiles. The selection of alleles associated with higher apocarotenoid content that are identified here can potentially improve perceived sweetness without negatively affecting fruit size.

Modern commercial tomatoes do not have the flavor of older varieties. Although postharvest practices, such as refrigeration, can irreversibly damage flavor, making improvements in flavor-associated chemicals is the first step to restoring the potential of widely grown commercial varieties. Our results provide a roadmap for improvement of flavor. The genes and pathways identified here in the tomato almost certainly point to pathways worth investigating for improvement of flavor quality in other fruit crops.
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Editor's Summary

Looking for lost flavor in tomatoes

Commercially available tomatoes are renowned these days for sturdiness, but perhaps not for flavor. Heirloom varieties, on the other hand, maintain the richer flavors and sweeter tomatoes of years past. Tieman et al. combined tasting panels with chemical and genomic analyses of nearly 400 varieties of tomatoes. They identified some of the flavorful components that have been lost over time. Identification of the genes that have also gone missing provides a path forward for reinstating flavor to commercially grown tomatoes.
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